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If you get to know that a single skin procedure can help you in treating numerous skin disorders
then what your reaction would be? You obviously would be surprised as well as shocked as to how
that is possible. But this is the truth as a single skin procedure like chemical peels can solve a lot of
your skin related problems like clogged pores, acne, pigmentation spots, wrinkles, scars etc. It will
also treat uneven pigmentation which may be caused in your skin during the birth or due to some
other kind of hormone disorders. The most widely used chemical peels are fruit acid peels and AHA
peels like glycolic acid and lactic acid peel.

These botox burlington, chemical peels would help in removing the excess amount of upper skin
layer that is present on top of your skin and that has become unhealthy with time as it consists of
dead and damaged skin cells. But when the chemical peel is applied on top of the skin then at that
time it will bring forth a new fair and younger looking skin that is your actual skin but that is hidden
beneath all the dirt and grim that has accumulated over a period of time.

These skins remove the upper layer of the skin and it stimulates the growth of the cells renewal and
the collagen and elastic production. This action would help in removing the uneven pigmentation
that is present in the skin and it will make the skin grow faster and in a better manner. The other
peels like the AHA peels would have a mild form of skin whitening effect and it will inhibit the
process of melanin production in the skin cells. It is very important to have these properties while
treating the uneven level of skin pigmentation and after using the skin pigmentation it becomes very
important to use  sun block cream every time as the skin would get very sensitive due to the
pigmentation.

As after the skin peeling there is always an underlying risk of hyper-pigmentation after the process
had been completed. Even the rays of the sun can cause huge damaging effects on the skin. The
sun can damage the new skin and will prove the effect of the peel to be ineffective due to the
exposure of the sun and it will cause melanin production which will in turn cause further damages to
the skin which will further lead to pigmentation and will reduce the whitening effect of the skin. So
always after through research conduct these treatments like botox burlington, chemical peels on
your skin.
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At Dermetics we are dedicated to helping our patientâ€™s look and feel their very best.  We offer the
most advanced and effective treatments like a botox Burlington, a chemical peels available using
established cosmetic brands including: BotoxÂ®, JuvedermÂ®, and RestylaneÂ®.  Our state-of-the-art
clinic feels anything but clinical and our technology and equipment are second to none.
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